On behalf of REwind Video Magazine and REwindVideo.com, it's my pleasure to welcome filmmakers and film lovers alike to our second annual media festival here in Rapid City. For the public who are attending this event for the first time, what you are going to be viewing is a collection
of choice no-budget and low-budget movies, made from the heart with very few resources. While
this may seem a very restrictive means of making a movie, it does afford the filmmaker creative
and artistic freedom, as they answer only to themselves. And when their movie is done, they actually own it. (Well, sometimes Visa owns it.) From action to thrillers, from comedy to dramas, with
a few documentaries thrown in too, be ready to experience a new angle on movies - movies made
by people just like you. And if the bug gets you like it did all of us, perhaps you might drop by
REwindVideo.com and take up a new hobby too! Also be sure to talk with the filmmakers, many
of whom will be present in the theater to discuss their work - we're pretty sure they don't bite.
Thanks so much for your participation this year, and enjoy the popcorn!
Jon Ashby
Administrator, REwindVideo.com
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FESTIVAL
SCHEDULE
FRIDAY, JULY 26

SUNDAY, JULY 28

1:00 pm- Festival Opening, Excaliburger
2:50 pm- Lady of the Dead
3:25 pm- Inquisition
4:05 pm- The Rifflementary
5:00 pm- Dinner
7:00 pm- After Midnight
9:05 pm- Beautiful Zelda
9:10 pm- Yearbook
9:30 pm- Concealment
11:00 pm- Late Show: His Life w/short, Ed is
Dead

2:00 pm- Gauntlet 216
2:55 pm- Turista: Seven Days in Castro’s
Cuba
3:25 pm- Hall of Mirrors
4:40 pm- Chi Tsui 2
5:00 pm- The Long Walk Home
7:00 pm- REWIND MOVIE AWARDS
DINNER
10:00 pm- Post Awards Party

SATURDAY, JULY 27
2:00 pm- Groins of Darkness
2:15 pm- Track 16
3:45 pm- Running with Scootie
4:15 pm- Vicious Circle
5:05 pm- Dinner
7:00 pm- Lethal Force
8:10 pm- Grave of the Fireflies
8:20 pm- Guardian of the Trestle
8:30 pm- The Robert Cake
10:20 pm- Pervert Goes Home
11:20 pm- Late shorts: Running on Empty and
11:30

FRIDAY 1:00

Excaliburger
Comedy
Feature Length Film

pm

Comedy.
Adventure.
Magic.
Sex...
Wouldst thou like
fries with that?
Orange Cow's 90-minute
medieval comedy epic,
shot in 3 weeks on crappy
hi-8 video, features an
annoying young fast food
worker (Garrett Gilchrist)
and a mysterious female
squire (Rewind nominee
Michelle Caruso) as they
attempt to solve the puzzle
of the spatula in the stone
handed to them by Merlin
(David Ashe).
In a time of kings, legends
and fast food, despair and
darkness have sloshed over
the land. The last king was
unable to produce an heir or
indeed do much of anything
in bed, and his most prized
possession, EXCALIBURGER, a spatula encased in
stone, is the only key to
breaking the spell.
Spanky, a wide-eyed young

former fast-food clerk, sets
out on a quest for some reason and encounters magic,
danger and stupidity at every
turn. He is trained by Merlin.
Not the famous Merlin, but a
very good wizard indeed. And
he meets a young girl squire
named Arthur who apparently
wants to be king herself. (The
nerve!) Will Arthur and
Spanky conquer the obstacles

and idiots around them to
reach the spatula in the stone?
And what are they supposed
to do when they get there?

Such is the plot of OCP's
earth-shattering fantasy epic,
"EXCALIBURGER (or, the
Spatula in the Stone.)"

2002 REwind International Media Festival
Award Nomination

Supporting Actress of the Year

FRIDAY 3:25

pm

Inquisition
Horror/Mystery
40 minutes

7
2002 REwind International
Media Festival
Award Nominations

The REwind Short of the Year
Director of the Year
(C.C. Chapman)
Story of the Year
Actress of the Year
(Cassie Ross)
Supporting Actor of the Year
(Steve Sherrick)
Award of Excellence in
Cinematography
"Blind dates are always
tough, especially when
you awaken the next
morning to find you're the
prisoner of a serial killer.
Now, Daniel and Jennifer
are trapped at the mercy
of Travis Krieger - the so-

called 'Angel of Death',
one of two killers going
around committing violent murders throughout
the city. Twists abound
in this dark tale."

Award of Excellence in Visual
Effects

FRIDAY 4:05

pm

The Rifflementary
Comedy/Documentary
47 minutes

Producer Tim Harmon
Director Tim Harmon
Brian Riffel
Writer

Tim Harmon
Brian Riffel

Editor

Tim Harmon

Himself Brian Riffel
Interviewers Brian Riffel
Sam Dolan
Tim Harmon
Interviewees Phil Chisholm
Jason Froio
Crystal Allen
Sam Dolan
Anna
Special Thanks The City of Scottsdale
The City of Tempe
The City of Phoenix
The Hookers on VanBuren
All the girls in cars whose names we don't know...
especially those who flashed us
Tempecocksucker

2002 REwind International
Media Festival’s Award
Nomination

Documentary
of
the
Year

The Makers of "Eat Me"
That Special Girl in Mesa

A comedy-documentary about a
teenager's quest for love. Mostly
unscripted
improvisation,
"The
Riffelmentary" chronicles Brian Riffel's
actual attempt to find a lifetime of love,
or maybe just 5 minutes.

FRIDAY 7:00

pm

After Midnight
Mystery/Suspense
Feature Length Film

"...this movie has one of the greatest twists and
payoffs I have ever seen..."
Michael Linn
Linn Productions
“After Midnight” is a suspense
thriller from Jodom Pictures and
Writer/Director/Producer
Michael Amato. It stars Kevin
Vasconcelos, April Cresey,
Anthony Villa and C.C.
Chapman.
Movie Summary: Michael
Testa awakens one night with no
memory of his past, the victim of
a freak accident. Haunted by
terrible visions, and plagued by
his own deteriorating health, he
attempts to put together the
pieces of his shattered life. He
becomes enamored of his rescuer,
Sarah, a beautiful but embittered
woman whose husband was murdered four years ago. As he
begins to uncover clues from his
former life, he becomes convinced that Sarah holds the key
to his past, and equally certain

that he has been sent to protect
her from the vicious
stalker who
haunts
them both.
But Testa’s
time is running out,
and nothing can prepare him for
what happens... After Midnight.

Michael Amato is the
president of Jodom
Pictures, and is currently
working as Writer, Director
and Producer on his third
feature film.
In 2000, Mr. Amato released
his first feature-length film, the
comedy/drama “Kilroy Was

Here”, to rave reviews. It was
nominated for three
RewindVideo Awards, and won
an award for best Actor (Anthony
Villa). In December of 2001,
Amato premiered “After
Midnight” in Boston to widsespread critical acclaim and a
standing ovation. Mr. Amato is
currently in production on his
third feature, the comedy/drama
“Limelight”.

FRIDAY 9:05

pm

Beautiful Zelda
Comedy
Short

Orange Cow's shortest
film, shot on black and
white 16mm for a USC
class.
A lonely artist (Volcano
Todd) makes a friend -literally! But his robot pal
can't cure all his blues.
Film by Garrett Gilchrist.
Written by John Ashby.

By September
2001, Garrett
Gilchrist's Orange
Cow Productions
had made many,
many movies. But
in all that time,
Garrett had never
once shot on film.
You know, film,
actual film, as in
"not on video." That
all changed with
"Beautiful Zelda,"
which Garrett and
partner Maureen
McGinnis shot for
310 class at the

University of
Southern California.
For this film, Garrett
designed and built a
dilapidated robot,
and enlisted the
help of his girlfriend
Mariana McConnell
... and more importantly her roommate
Jaimie Nakae, who
played the title role
of Zelda. That eternal snappy dresser
Volcano Todd was
asked to play the
lead role after
Garrett saw his per-

formance in a short
film his friend Rob
Keith was shooting
for 290 class.
It tells the story
of an artist named
Kass who builds a
robot to keep himself company. A
lonely young man,
he is haunted by
visions of a girl
named Zelda. Can
Kass win out in the
end, or will the
pressures of the
world crush both
him and his robot?

2002 REwind International
Media Festival Award Nominations

The Rewind Short of the
Year
Award of Excellence for
Sound Design

FRIDAY 9:10

pm

Yearbook
Drama
20 minutes

2002 REwind International
Media Festival Award
Nominations
When I was asked to review
"Yearbook", the very high profile movie
from Bluebox Limited, I felt very honored. In high school, I was vice president
of my local S.A.D.D. chapter my junior
year and president in my senior year...so
the subject is very near and dear to me. If
you don't know the premise of Yearbook
by now, it's about the consequences of
drinking and driving.
Yearbook is a well executed movie,
and I'm sure it will provide a good
resource for any S.A.D.D. or M.A.D.D.
chapter. It has a good purpose. The only
instance where the movie suffers is in the
voice over that pops up every so often,
including the beginning and ending of
the movie. The dialog is spoken in character and delivered well, but quite softly-an easy fix. Of course, I'm not the one to
nitpick a movie for easily fixed problems. As for the rest of the movie, it is
delivered in an interesting way. I don't
know the technical jargon filmmakers
use, but the action in Yearbook jumps

back in time throughout the movie to
show the action through different people's perspectives in order to provide the
viewer with more information. The concept worked well in this format.
The acting is passable, and actually
better than most movies that are made
to inform and pursuade people P.S.A.
style. I cared about the characters even
in the short time they were on camera.
Bryan Woods and Scott Beck have
delivered a very thought-provoking
short--which is precisely why they made
the movie. I'd like to congratulate them
on a job well done. Let's hope this movie
gets out to more people so they can get
something out of it.
written by John Simpson
(Go-AMDB.com)

REwind Short of the
Year
Award of Excellence
for
Original Music
Award of Excellence
in
Editing

FRIDAY 9:30

pm

Pia

2002 REwind International
Media Festival Award
Nominations
Supporting Actor of the Year
(David Harscheid)
Award of Excellence
in
Visual Effects

CAST
Melissa Desper

Brad

David Stewart

Sike

Jason Wauer

Francis

David Harscheid

Essence

A woman flees her past with a dark secret. She
takes up residence in a small town. She falls in
love. Things are beginning to look hopeful.
Suddenly her happy little world explodes as the
hunters have finally found her.

Concealment
Suspense/Thriller
90 minutes

Essence Anderson

Phat Boy

Brian Henderson

Cracker

Joe Bruce

Deke

Mark Ball

Tommy

Kris Schmant

Sliver

Eric Thornett

Knockers

Jonathan Stewart

Lookout

MICA

Johnny

David Simmons

Carlo

John Johnson

Henry

Walter Lawrence

Betty Hotel

Patricia Madigan

Bart the Bartender

Elaine Ball

FRIDAY 11:00

pm

His Life
Drama
35 minutes

Starring:
Roman Berman
Jennifer Chaplain
Angelo
Athanasopoulos

Written and
Directed by:
Jason Santo

Running Time:
35 Minutes

Format:
Color Digital Video
Martin Greyloch returns to his
hometown after a seven year
absence has seperated him from
those he left behind. Having
lived life without inhibitions or
responsibility due to his belief

that he will die on his 25th
birthday, he must now face the
changes his hometown, and the
people living there, have undergone.
All the while he maintains a

watchful eye for his truest
enemy, a man named Cataldo,
from whom Martin stole money,
and with whom Martin left a
life’s worth of responsibilities.

VIDEO. Right now, video is on the "in" list because it's
turning digital and the quality is rising, while prices
plummet. The first thing an amateur needs to do is
ACCEPT VIDEO AS A FORMAT. It's hard to imagine
your finished product in 30 frames per second, with too
much depth of field and that annoying "video-look" to it,
but, sadly, unless you have money to burn or the connections to warrant grants, you're shooting on video.
Accepting the look of video will allow you to get by
your prejudices against your own work, and it may even
impact what kind of movie you decide to make.
Figuring out just what kind of story to tell is the
biggest "make-it-or-break-it" step in the creation of an
amateur movie. You can bust yourself for months slaving over a terrific narrative spanning decades of human
drama, but when it comes time to shoot, you're suddenly
stuck with the conundrum of casting your masterpiece,
By Jason Santo
finding locations and enduring the LONG shooting
schedule you've established for yourself.
It usually comes as a surprise to people when
The best bet then, is obvious: stay realistic in
they first consider making their own movie. Perhaps it
your ideas and with what you're able to do. If you don't
was the viewing a particularly bad flick that spurred
have access to police cars and you don't have a viable
them into thinking "My friends and I can do better than
way to pull off a police car look, don't write them into
that!" Maybe it was an extremely solid entertainment
the script. If you've written in a hospital room scene,
that had stirred their creativity into overdrive.
perhaps reconsider unless you know you can convincingOccasionally, it's the sum of such things, as well as sheer ly fool people into thinking that corner room in your
ambition to be rich and famous. Regardless… that first
Mom's house is a recovery ward.
epiphany is something to be remembered.
The same goes for actors. If you know that your
"Hey… Let's make a movie!" they'll say. And
actors are limited in what they're going to be able to do
into an endeavor they go. Yet rarely do the movies proonscreen, don't write terribly dramatic, long and
duced actually measure-up to the enthusiasm exhibited at involved dialogue for them. It's punishment for an auditake-off. The reasons for this are numerous, but having
ence, no matter how small it is, to have to watch someworked on a number of amateur productions, I've
one struggle through difficult dialogue. Keep it easy for
learned some things that can help tip the scales toward
your friends, who will most assuredly be the stars of
success. By accepting the visual limitations of video,
your movies, and keep it fun. If they have a good time,
staying realistic with what you can do in terms of storythey'll come back, and over time, they may actually learn
lines, writing and directing with honesty, and by accuhow to be good.
rately pacing the film in the editing stage, a young
Understanding your limitations is what this is all
movie-maker can avoid the common pitfalls most amaabout. If you're limited in what you can do, write within
teur pix stumble into. Of course, the biggest truth is that those guidelines. Taking chances is nice, and while it's
lack of money is the primary quality-killer.
always wonderful to see someone tackle the difficult and
Movie-making is difficult on the amateur level
the challenging, writing within your means is sometimes
due to sheer lack of funds, talent and time. Funds usual- so restrictive that it can often take more effort than tryly fuel an entire cinematic operation. They allow you to ing to build a spaceship set out of your basement.
buy good camera equipment, hire a talented cast and
I like to think of the limitations on amateur moviecrew and secure location permits for shooting. These are makers as being like Iambic Pentameter for poets: very
luxuries only the big boys in Indie and La-La Land can
difficult to work with, but extremely satisfying when
afford. For amateurs, the biggest concern money-wise is you succeed. By carefully measuring what you can do
whether or not they can spring for a pizza during the
with the places where you can shoot and the people who
middle of a shoot.
have agreed to help you out, you can realistically set-up
Amateur productions are largely shot on
a compelling narrative - a story that can be handled

without looking overly cheap because it doesn't call for
any money. Respect the rules, and respect will be paid
to you.
The quality of the story, the acting, and the direction are all affected not only by your limitations, but also
by your likes and experiences. While you may want to
make an offshoot of "Halloween," you need to be more
than just well-versed in the story of that film and its formula, (as well as the films that followed.) What you
need is your own angle in which you honestly believe.
By either using personal experiences or creating ideas
that are close to you, you're being HONEST - something
which is of IMMEASURABLE importance.
Honesty in storytelling makes a film individual. It's
what allows you as a director to tell an actor (or a nonactor) how the character they're portraying feels at that
moment. Caring about a storyline is a must, but having
an emotional attachment to it is of equal importance, be
the flick a drama, a fantasy or a comedy. Emotional
investment and honesty breathes life into a plot. If you
understand the in's and out's of your tale, then so will the
actors and the audience.
Before your movie reaches the audience, however, it must go through the rigors of post-production.
Here too is a "make-it-or-break-it" area of movie creation. The key is pacing. If a movie is well paced, if it
moves through its story with a steady, solid rhythm, people will forgive you for your shortcomings. The one
thing I've carried with me as a lesson on every shoot is
that there's no final verdict until the ending credits roll.
Until then, anything can happen to a movie.
To illustrate some points, let's consider the film
I'm just finishing entitled "Sykes Tangent and the Angel
of Death." Usually I don't like to make columns abut
my direct personal experience, but in this instance, the
example is apropos of the pacing discussion, as well as
that of honesty.
"Sykes" is a big 'ol mess of a movie with lots of characters, some nifty action scenes and an entire beginning
sequence digitally tinted to look "aged."
The
dialogue was mostly improvised, with a loose outline of
a story guiding us through principle photography. To
make matters worse, we were using the onboard mic the
majority of the time, and since the scenes hadn't been
written, they sure as Hell weren't planned. All in all… it
has no business being considered a possibly good movie.
Oddly, it's pretty darn good. Yes, the occasionally shoddy production value and sometimes broken acting
pull it back into the realm of "a bunch of friends goofing
around with a video camera," but at times, "Sykes" honestly feels genuine. This I feel, has to do with the heart

of the film. At its center is a character that, as an actor
and a director, I knew very well. Likewise for the other
actors in the flick - they all had a fairly good understanding of who they were supposed to be, and as a result,
they believed what their personas were saying most of
the time.
Most importantly, however, "Sykes" plays well.
The timing seems right on and it flows from shot-toshot, scene-to-scene and plot-point-to-plot-point without
any severe clunks. By all rights, it should suck completely because it was made with no budget, no time,
and no stellar locations. Instead, it succeeds because it
owns its limitations and wears them as if they belong.
Believe me, "Sykes" is in no way an indicator of a
"great" amateur work, but it gets the point across. An
amateur movie can be made amateurishly, but for a few
areas where extra attention to detail makes all the difference in the world.
Owning up to the limitations of video's picture
quality, staying realistic in terms of what you can do,
infusing honesty and care into your story for it and your
actors' sake, and, finally, ensuring the pace of the film is
right, will all aid you in staying positive about your amateur movie - from conception to delivery.

Jason Santo

“Movie-making is difficult on the
amateur level due to sheer lack
of funds, talent and time.”

SATURDAY 2:00

pm

Groins of Darkness
Mocumentary
Short

Groins
of
Darkness
GROINS OF DARKNESS is a 5 minute
behind the scenes documentary about Mike
Stoklasa's feature film,
GORILLA INTERRUPTED.
The shoot was full of illness, injuries,
headaches, arguing, and depression. This documentary makes things seem much more joyous than they actually were.
3-18-02:
I am sick as a dog. A dead dog. I spent this
past week in Chicago with the wonderful
amateur moviemaking comedians from GMP
Pictures and Blanc Screen Cinema -- they are
fans of my movies, I'm fans of theirs, and
they decided, out of boredom I think, to pay
far too much to fly me up there for a week.
Together we fought through the worst week
of movie shooting in the history of the entire
world. It was a study in illness, injury, vomit,
violence, depression, and pain. It resulted in
a wonderful movie. But a satanic illness
caught us early on and the cast was so sick
throughout, especially me, that at times the
director and I lost our voices to the extent
where we could not physically play the part
anymore. Still, we continued shooting,
because we are insane. It was the
"Apocalypse Now" of amateur movies. The
final movie is a comedy about a nerd, a punk
rocker, a safari-hunter (me) and a man who
turns into a gorilla, who reluctantly save the
world. We decided, on a silly whim, to call it

"Gorilla Interrupted."
This is our production notebook of pain.
Garrett Gilchrist writes:
GMP, BSC, and OCP are cursed !!! and
shooting.
" on: March 11th, 2002, 11:11pm "

We are doomed. Do not attempt to rescue
us, for by the time you read this, we will
already, most likely, be dead.
For the first time in history, the heads of
GMP, Blanc Screen Cinema and Orange
Cow Productions were gathered under one
roof, for one movie. Jay Bauman, Rich
Evans, Mike Stoklasa and Garrett Gilchrist,
in a script written by (GMP's) Mike Stoklasa
and added to by (Orange Cow's) David Ashe.
The top minds in amateur comedy schlock,
working together at last...

It goes on and on like this
for about fourteen more pages
and is immensely funny, if not
morbidly sadistic.
Check out the entire set of
production notes for
“Groins of Darkness”
at
www.bsc.homepad.com

SATURDAY 3:45 pm

Running With Scootie
Mocumentary
26 minutes

2002 REwind International
Media Festival Award
Nomination

Award of
Excellence
in Editing

Runnin' with Scootie is a mockumentary about a young basketball player named Scootie (Chuck South) from the hood of
Somerville who's looking for a ticket out. He's got his friends and
foes, but in the end he has to prove that he's got game. Scootie was
filmed entirely in Somerville, MA, USA, on December 13, 1998.
Remaster editing took place in 2001.

The Cast
Chuck South as Gregory "Scootie" Bemevens
Eric Creighton as Shaunte Blues
Steven Theodoridis as Jo-Joe
Erin Young as Poops
Dan Gorgone as Mumbles
J. Santo as Sean Whitey
Mike Bourgeois as Malcomn Poppem
Carl Joost as Lil' Thug

The Crew
Written and Directed by Chuck South
Produced by Chuck South and Dan Gorgone
Cinematography and Editing by Dan Gorgone
Runtime: 26 minutes / Color and B&W / Unrated

SATURDAY 4:15

pm

Vicious Circle
Romance
short

2002
REwind
International
Media
Festival
Nomination
Award of
Excellence
in
Original Music

A 'playa' spends his days in the park, collecting girls' phone numbers, but never
calling them, and breaking hearts all the way. Finally, though, he meets a girl that
changes his ways...

SATURDAY 7:00

pm

Lethal Force
Action/Comedy
70 minutes

One of Ain’t It Cool
News! Top 10 Indie
Films of 2001!
When his young son
PATRICK is kidnapped, JACK,
a gangster, arranges to sell out
his best friend SAVITCH, a hitman, to MAL, a crime lord. Mal
has concocted this scheme to
take revenge on Savitch who
had left him crippled years ago.
When Jack's ambush goes
wrong, the truth is revealed.
Eventually, Savitch is subdued
and taken back to Mal's hideout.
But Mal's plans collapse when
Savitch breaks free and wipes
out everyone except Jack who
escapes back to the hideout and
rescues his son. But before they
can escape, Savitch confronts

Jack and the two come face to
face in a final showdown that
pits paternal love against killer
instinct in a brutal blood-soaked
climax that leaves no criminal
unpunished or innocent
unscathed.
Alvin Ecarma is a prolific,
Baltimore-based filmmaker
whose shorts have appeared in
such festivals, as the Chicago
Underground,
the
San
Fransisco Asian American and
the Johns Hopkins Film
Festivals among others. Lethal
Force is his debut
feature.

2002 Rewind
International
Media Festival
Award
Nominations
Feature Of The Year
Best Cinematography,
Best Visual Effects,
Best Sound Design,
Best Production
Design, Best Trailer

SATURDAY 8:30

The Robert Cake
Comedy
Feature Length Film

pm

9
2002 REwind International
Media Festival
Award Nominations

The REwind Feature
of
the Year
Director
of
the Year
(Anthony Stella)
Story of the Year
Actor of the Year
(Jeremy Gardner)
Supporting Actress of the Year
(Natalie Sanders)
Robert died. Robert had a
will. Robert’s last request was
that his best friend eat his created remains! What would you
do?
Strange memories and
overnight physical changes
begin plaguing Brett, leaving
vague clues that build to an
unbelievable conclusion, all
because he ate, The Robert
Cake.

From award-winning director,
Anthony Stella, comes a wicked
supernatural comedy written by
a seventeen-year-old! In fact,
no one in the entire cast or crew
is old enough to buy alcohol!
But don’t let their ages fool
you, the quality and comic
genius behind this laugh explosion rivals any Hollywood comedy this year.

Supporting Actor of the Year
(Chris Frommeyer)
Award of Excellence in
Cinematography
Award of Exclellence in
Visual Effects
Trailer of the Year

h

SATURDAY 10:20
Pervert Goes Home
is the latest featurelength comedy from
the award-winning,
no-budget, psuedocompany Blanc
Screen Cinema.
BSC's previous feature, The Trouble
With Her Uterus, has
gone on to develop
somewhat of a cult
following and even
received 4 prestigious

PERVERT GOES HOME is
the ultimate BSC movie, combining the deeply personal
moments of DISCONNECTED,
the vulgar humor of THE
TROUBLE WITH HER
UTERUS and mixing them
together into a bizarre tale full
of heart, sadness, and filth.
Arlo Jenkins (Jay Bauman) is
a college drop-out with a rather
immature attitude towards
women who feels his life is
going nowhere. In a desperate
attempt to re-live the glory

days of high school that he
misses so much, Arlo returns to
his hometown after years of
being away to revisit old his
old friends. But as painful as
it can be to learn, things don't
stay the same forever. To make
matters worse, when hearing of
Arlo's return, arch rival
Dungeon Master (Rich Evans)
hatches a plan to murder Arlo.

pm

Pervert Goes Home
Comedy
Short

REwind Media
Festival award nominations. Some found
it disgusting, some
found it offensive
(reaching it's pinnacle
at the 2001 REwind
Fest when people
walked out of the
public screening in
anger), but most
found it "funny as
s***."

Lisa Renley was nominated
for Best Supporting Actress
by the REwind Media
Festival for her role as
Michelle, a love-struck self
mutilator and Ryan Erke was
also nominated for Best
Supporting Actor for his turn
as Rob, a pretentious art
snob.

By Mike
Amato
Let me
start by
saying that
I am currently
working on what is only my third feature-length film. This means you should
take pretty much everything I say below
with a grain of salt. I’m not an expert,
and I have never been to film school or
worked for a production company. I’m
not famous and haven’t had any of my
films picked up by a major studio.
Yet.
My “extensive” qualifications aside,
I have completed a couple of features.
And if you aspire to make one yourself
someday, then I’d like to pass on some
of the lessons I learned by jumping in
with both feet. I can’t tell you how to
make a good feature, because frankly,
you either have talent or you don’t. But
I can provide some real-world advice on
how to ensure that your project gets
completed. And that’s half the battle.
Understand the Difference Between a
Short and a Feature. As near as I can
tell, it’s about 90 minutes.
Seriously, the only real difference
between the two is that pulling off a
feature (even a bad one) takes far more
organization, drive and commitment
than making a short subject film. You’re
not just getting together with a couple
of buddies, a camera and a half-baked
idea for a story. Generally speaking, a
feature will take months to complete,
and that’s just for the actual filming. So
you’d better have your shit together if
you want your actors and crew to keep
coming back week after week.
Rule #2: Be Organized. If you
don’t already have an award-winning
script in hand, you’ll want to write an
outline of what is going to happen in
your story and when, before writing the
screenplay. This is a great idea when
writing any script, but it is invaluable
when doing a feature, because you have
to maintain your audience’s interest for
90 to 120 minutes. So your story had
better make sense.

In addition, take the time to develop
a detailed production plan*. Yeah, I
know, they are cumbersome to do, but
believe me, you will save time and
avoid reshoots later by putting in some
hours during pre-production. Know
which actors are needed in each scene,
what they will be wearing, what props
and effects you will need, and what
your location will be. If possible, try to
group scenes to minimize the number of
days each actor is needed, and to limit
the number of locations required on any
given shooting day.
* - This link will take you to a previous
article on developing a production book.
Come up with a detailed shot list,
too, because there is nothing more frustrating to an actor than a director who is
figuring out his shot list while the actor
sits around waiting. Remember, you
want them to come back next week. So
respect their time, and make the most of
it.
I’m not a big fan of storyboards,
mostly because I can’t draw to save my
life. But it’s a great way to visualize
each scene before you spend a lot of
time shooting the wrong footage. If you
have someone who can draw, or have
storyboard software, it may be worth
your while to use them, especially for
complex scenes.
In short, there is a reason most
Hollywood films spend so much time in
pre-production. Careful planning will
save you a lot of trouble (and cost)
down the road. So don’t skimp on
preparation.
Rule #3: Pick a story you love.
Whatever you decide to film, it is going
to be all you think about for the next six
months to a year. So pick a subject and
plot that you aren’t going to get tired of
easily. Find a compelling story (even if
it’s only compelling to you). That way,
you’ll still be committed to your project, even after seeing the same line
delivered for the thousandth time during
post-production. A great story and script
will keep you motivated to finish the
thing.

Rule #4. Pick Good People. “Good”
has multiple aspects here. First of all,
pick people you can count on. This is

true for a short as well, but having an
undependable resource on a feature can
kill your entire project. And don’t just
pick people who think it would be “fun”
to do a movie (or if you do, start them
off as extras). Pick zealots who will eat,
sleep and drink your movie until it is
done. I’m only half-kidding here. For
this to work, you will need people who
will stay up late, show up early, help
pack and unpack equipment, call in
favors from friends to help out, and who
will take the same pride in the film as
you do. I’ll take an inexperienced
monomaniac over an experienced noshow any day. Look for people who
have that fire in the belly!
“Good” also means that you need
people with talent. They don’t need to
be steeped in experience - raw talent
will do just fine. But your audience will
be sitting with your leads for two hours,
so they’d better be able to carry the day.
And pay as much attention to your supporting actors as your leads. In a short,
a supporting actor is on the screen for a
nanosecond. In a feature, they are on
the screen long enough to make or
break your film.
On “Limelight”, our current film, we
held formal auditions for some of the
supporting parts. We are already seeing
the benefits of doing this. One person
who came to read for a minor part was
so good that he walked off with a plum
supporting role. Even the actors with
only a couple of lines in the movie are
highly believable characters. And yes,
we avoided some potentially disastrous
casting decisions by weeding out some
folks, too. I would recommend doing
auditions for any film.
Equally critical is finding a dependable and skilled crew. You don’t want
Billy Bob Kowalski’s little brother
holding your boom mike, you want
someone who knows what they are
doing. The same goes for lighting, filming, soundtrack, set design, and so on.
Perhaps the most important component of picking “Good People” is to
work with people you genuinely like.
Why? Because life is too short to work
with egos, arrogance, petty jealousy and
attitudes. And you are going to be with
these folks for the next 6 months or
more. So you’d better like them.

Having good people on your project
will undoubtedly improve the quality of
your film. More importantly, it will
allow you to stay on track to completion
by not having to spend hours in the editing bay fixing the mistakes of others.
You’ll have enough of your own mistakes to worry about!
Rule #5. Audio is as important as
video. I learned this lesson the hard
way. Kill people who tell you that “you
can always fix it in post”. You know
what? You can’t. All the audio filters in
the world can’t help you if you don’t
make sure that you get the audio right
the first time. You may get frustrated as
hell when your sound man tells you that
you need to do another take because a
plane was flying overhead. But you will
gladly kiss his feet later during editing
when you don’t have to deal with fixing
the problem.
Unfortunately, good sound is something you really don’t appreciate until
you don’t have it. And while it really
impacts the quality of a film, it can also
save you weeks and even months in
post-production. So shut off that fridge,
shut off the AC, and put duct tape on the
mouth of your neighbor’s cat. Get it
right the first time.
Rule #6. Keep your eye on the prize.
If you are writing, directing, producing,
and/or editing a feature-length movie, be
prepared for some very late nights. Now,
you may argue that this goes without
saying, but when I say “some very late
nights”, I mean that they are all going to
be that way, if you ever want to get this
thing finished. There will always be reasons not to finish your film. Don’t be
swayed. The difference between finishing and not finishing a feature-length
movie is sometimes nothing more than
sheer force of will.
One motivator that worked for me on
“Kilroy Was Here” was that I publicized
the fact that I was doing a feature-length
movie. I told everyone who would listen
what I was doing (made some great network contacts that way, too). It made it
much harder not to finish it. Granted this
motivational tool is not for the squeamish, so be sure you are committed if you
are going to take this approach.
Rule #7. Set a Release Date and
Publicize it. Trust me on this one. If

you never set a timeframe for completion of your film, you will never finish
it. Put a stake in the ground and then get
moving!
Rule #8. Ignore the naysayers. I
will never forget a conversation I had
once with a filmmaker when I was first
introduced to him. I was about to make
my first feature. He said he had read and
liked my script, and then turned and
walked away, adding “feel free to write
a short film next time” with just the
right touch of arrogance. Gee, thanks for
the motivational talk, Sparky.
Let’s face it, there are a lot of filmmakers out there. But there aren’t a lot
at our level who have completed a feature. Which is why so many people will
try to talk you out of it.
Start small. Cut your teeth on a less
ambitious project. Wait to pursue your
dream. Don’t bite off more than you can
chew. Baby steps.
Excrement.
Look, I’m not saying everyone
should try to take on a feature as a first
project, because it’s clearly not for the
faint of heart. But if your goal is to
make a feature, then make one. So what
if it sucks. At least you will prove to
yourself that you can complete it. THEN
you can go make a good one. Hell, I
learned more making one feature than I
ever could have learned making 30 short
films. Was it the greatest film ever
directed? Of course not. But I didn’t
explode or grow hair on my palms
either. At least not from that.
You need to ask yourself, do you
want to get good at making shorts or do
you want to get good at making features? If the answer is short films, then
have at it. Short films are wonderful.
They’re fun, and they take less time,
effort and patience to do. And I’ve seen
some great ones over the past couple
years. But if your goal is to make features, then why wait to pursue your
dream? Just do it. Don’t be afraid of
failure, be afraid of not trying in the first
place.
In his inaugural address in 1961,
John F. Kennedy boldy stated that by the
end of the decade, America would go to
the moon. At the time, we were far
behind the USSR in the space race, and
no one knew how we were going to get

to there. We certainly had no experience
or expertise. But in 1969, Neil
Armstrong stepped onto the moon, and
the rest is history. All because someone
stood up and said “I don’t know how
we’re going to get there, but that’s
where we’re going. So let’s get started
and we’ll figure it out along the way.”
The world is full of wouldas, couldas, and shouldas who will try to tear
you down and keep you from achieving
your dream with their negativism. Don’t
listen to them.
Shoot for the moon!

Mike Amato

...“feel free to write a
short film next time”
... Gee, thanks for the
motivational talk,
Sparky.

SUNDAY 2:00 pm
GUANTLET
216

Alan wakes up one afternoon, late as usual. In his
hurry to get out of the house, Alan trips and falls
down the stairs. He awakens in the strange dream
world that is Gauntlet 216. This movie was actually
created in segments, with nine different producers
teaming to create the movie. Each shot two scenes
apiece with Alan, with the only connection between
them being specific items that are carried from
scene to scene. Executive producer Warren then
assembled all the segments into one cohesive movie,
with Alan struggling to learn what 216 means, and
all the while guided by a psychotic supernatural
cowboy.

Gauntlet 216
Experimental
50 minutes
STARRING
Alan Winston
Warren Blyth
Jeff Welk
Joe Sherlock
Dan Magill
Jack Jones
Kim Turpin
Sebastian Edgar
Case Bowman
Dee Alsman
Amira
Rob Merickel
Tom Shaffer
Erin Arbogast
David C. Duncan
John Bowker
Jonason Ho

ON-SET DISASTERS
· A wall in the house caught on fire
because of a light being placed too close to it.
· Alan suffered numerous bumps, bruises,
muscle pulls, and headaches from all the contorting and throwing himself around for
Warren's and Eli's segments. · During the taping of the scenes shot in the MU bathroom,
many people came in with the intention of
using it. Some went anyway, even with production assistant Erin standing right next to
them.
CUTTING ROOM FLOOR
· KShawn and Jenn actually wrote a
segment and were going to produce it before
they moved to Portland. A replacement scene
had to be shot to keep the continuity of their
planned items intact. · Jonason's segments
were originally quite dialogue-heavy, and dealt
with the nature of interpretation of art. When
editing, though, Jonason removed all of the
lines and plot from his segments. · Dan's segments were actually much longer than the version seen in the movie. While most peoples'
segments ran around 5 minutes, Dan's clocked
in around 15. Many parts were cut and sped up
to cut the segment down.

SUNDAY 3:25

pm

Hall of Mirrors
Suspense/thriller
Feature length film

2002 Rewind International
Media Festival Award
Nominations
Feature of the Year
Director of the Year
Actress of the Year
Actor of the Year
Award of Excellence
in Original Music
Award of Excellence
in Sound Design
Award of Excellence
in Production Design

HALL OF MIRRORS
Who can you really trust?
Deception, greed and murder come together to form
an intricate puzzle in Hall of Mirrors.
Dylan Hewitt ( Eric Johnson) is a young, desperate
gambling addict plummeted into financial ruin. That is,
until a strange, anonymous caller - who happens to
know every intimate detail of Dylan’s life - offers a
unique solution to Dylan’s problems.
Lured by the promise of easy money and the beauty
of an enigmatic woman (Julie Arebalo), Dylan enters a
lurid world of counterfeiters and con artists, where he
becomes the unwitting pawn in a scheme far more elaborate and ruthless than he could have ever imagined.
As amibitiously produced a “no budget indie” as
you’re likey to find, Hall of Mirrors is an engaging
psycological thriller with enough mind-numbing plot
twists to keep you guessing until the film’s final
moment.

WHAT BUDGET? The
budget to produce HALL OF
MIRRORS "on paper" was in
excess of $400,000. However because nearly all talent, equipment and resources were
obtained without cost (through
the generosity of others) - the
actual budget was less than onehundreth that size. To put it in
perspective: for what it cost to
produce Titanic you could make
HALL OF MIRRORS 100,000
times.
...AND NO PAYMENTS FOR
6 MONTHS! Flying in the face
of convention, the movie was
shot exclusively on an $900
Sony Digital 8 Camcorder purchased at Best Buy. A 16mm
"film look" was achieved using a
combination
of
elements,
including an in-camera frame
mode effect, lens filters, special
lighting techniques, and digital
post-production applications.
THE WAITING GAME...
The movie took 5 times as long
to edit as it did to shoot. A total
of 6 video and sound editors
worked on the project.

DOUBLE BILLING: Actress
Ruth Osuna plays two roles in
the picture. On camera she plays
a customer service representative at a bank. Off camera she's
the voice of Beth, Dylan's exwife.
DOUBLE-BILLING, PART
II: In addition to his services as
sound and music editor, David
Jewell plays both a murder victim and the voice of a bookie.
DOUBLE-BILLING, PART
III: Lead actor Eric Johnson did
all of his own makeup, including
his bloody face laceration.
TRUE GUERILLA FILMMAKING: The ATM robbery
scene was shot at a real outdoor
ATM machine - at night - without the blessing of the police and
in plain view of passers-by.
Needless to say the sequence
was shot in less than 10 minutes.

SUNDAY 4:40

pm

Chi Tsui 2
Action/Thriller
20 minutes

CT2: Chi Tsui's Revenge is
the highly anticipated sequel to
the 1996 Original.
Infiniti Productions continues the saga of their earliest
films. Chi is brought out of a
coma 6 years after suffering a
brutal attack.
He tries to rebuild his life
but soon runs into the same
goons that sent him to the hospital!
Mayhem ensues, including
high-octane kung-fu action and
an exhilarating car chase, Chi
Tsui 2 cannot be missed!

The original Chi Tsui
(Pronounced "Che Suee") was
made as an assignment for Wally
Fong's college criminology class
in 1996. Directed by Jon Ashby,
it helped to form Infiniti
Productions and keep its members making movies for years to
come. As an action short film,
Chi Tsui was no less than
astounding for a bunch of college kids to put together.
In 2001, Rob Matheson (bad
guy #2) and Wally Fong came up
with an Idea to do a sequel, this
time in a more light hearted
action story. Rob wrote a script
and Wally agreed to start production. Rob managed to get a
whopping 2 weeks off work (He
lives in Vancouver), to fly out to
Calgary to shoot the film. One of
the interesting things was that
due to scheduling issues, all of

the fight scenes had to be shot in
one day. Take this and it was 100
degrees outside in the blistering
sun. By the end of the day,
Wally's eyes had swollen shut
due to the dust and Rob's white
skin was burned red beyond
belief. The evening was spent
lying crippled on the floor at
Wally's house.
Lucas Gilbertson makes a
return as the beat up boy from
the first. Also, the famous Jon
Ashby has a cameo. Leif
Gilbertson, Wally Fong and Rob
Matheson each had their brothers
in the movie as well: Lucas
Gilbertson (beat up boy), Jason
Fong (EMT) and Trevor
Matheson (Cowboy Jack).
Family members will always
work for free!
The shoot almost didn't happen. Wally's Digital Camera soon

had trouble playing back
footage. We had no idea if this
was permanent distortion to the
tape. We shot 3 days with this
problem and if the distortion was
permanent, the whole project
was in jeopardy. Luckily the
heads were dirty and after using
a head cleaning tape, all was
well.
The short film is action
packed, and delves more into
Chi's life as an immigrant. This
time there is a high octane car
chase and more creative kung fu
fighting!
It was decided that there were
going to be 3 cuts of the movie,
each one edited by Rob, Leif and
Wally. Over the next 10 months
they worked diligently on the
project. Finally the CHI TSUI
COLLECTION DVD was made.
This DVD will be for sale

after the showing for $10 US
and includes:
- a remastered version of Chi
Tsui 1
- bootleg version of Chi Tsui 1
- 3 Cuts of Chi Tsui 2
- Outtakes
- Trailers
- A Documentary
- Spirit Fighter Short Film
- Tons of commentaries
- animated menus & MORE!
We'll also have some nice black
CT2 T-Shirts available too for
$10 (M and XL only)
We're all looking forward to the
festival and can't wait to see
everyone's work!
ROB

SATURDAY 5:00 pm

The Long Walk Home
Thriller
Feature

Special Screening

The
Long
Walk
Home
i

!

For detective, Jack Wolfe, being a
crooked cop was easy, but erasing the
past wasn’t. After his loyalties to an
International crime ring known as the
triad are questioned, jack’s family is
murdered. Now he’s on a vengeful quest
to destroy the ring and bring justice to
the city and himself - at whatever the
cost.

The Long Walk Home is no holds
barred look into the gritty underbelly of
police corruption and one man’s struggle
to avenge his family. This film is the latest collboration between director, Mike
Stoklasa (Oranges: The Movie) and Rich
Evans (Blunt Justice) and brings amateur
films to all new level of excitement...

Elks Theatre
512 6th Street
Rapid City, SD 57701
Phone: (605) 343-7888
www.elkstheatre.com

